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Praise for Magickal Cashbook
#1 Best-seller in Amazon’s Occult and
Magic Sections
‘Enjoy Magick. It Really Works.’
‘Give it a chance. This works!’
‘Thanks for changing my life.’
‘I love this book, the author gets
straight to the point, it's easy to
understand so it is great for the novice.
I've had great results so far, I would

recommend this book to anyone looking
to increase their cash flow.’
‘A little jewel of a book! Easy to read
and above all, easy to implement.’

Praise for Magickal Seduction
#1 Best-seller in Amazon’s Occult and
Magic Sections
‘This was a great book to add to my
magickal collection. In addition to the
rituals provided, there are many tips
and suggestions to ensure your success
and safety.’

‘Seduction Magick is a book which fills
a hitherto largely untouched gap in
magical practice - namely the
intentional seduction of a partner by
magick. This can be anyone who takes
your fancy, a co-worker, your boss, a
local beauty at the gym, whoever you
like.’

Praise for Adventures In Sex
Magick
Within days of release this shot into the
top ten best-sellers for Occult and Magic
on Amazon.
‘You should really check this book out.

For those who are new like me, you can
get started right away. And for those
who are experienced, you definitely
won't be bored.’
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Finding A Job
This book can work for you whether you
are unemployed, seeking a promotion or
looking for a completely new job that’s
better than your old job.
Magick can make the difference between
getting what you want, and the familiar
struggle.
As soon as Magickal Cashbook was
published I discovered that lots of
people wanted more than a quick bag of
cash. They wanted a job. I’ve received
countless emails from people telling me
that they did get the money they wanted,
but now they want a job. For those who

have a job, many want a new job or a
promotion.
It’s great to get an unexpected rush of
money, but for so many people, a regular
job that pays well counts more in the
long run. With the help of my group, I’ve
been working on books that cover
various aspects of success, including
career and wealth-building, but I’ve
found out that for so many people, the
urgent need in the modern world is much
simpler. They just want a new job.
The solution is a book that shows you
how to use magick to get a job. This
book is aimed at the unemployed, and
those seeking a change of employment.

Some of the best people I know got
together during the past few weeks, and
refined a magickal process that helps
you to get the job you want. I’m the most
successful writer in the group, so I’m
always the one that shares the
information.
I could give this book away free, but I
have found that magick works best when
there is some sort of trade, deal or pact
in place. I’m making it as cheap as
possible, because I know some people
will not be able to afford much more.
One of the difficulties I find
when writing books of this kind is that

they are meant to be useful to
experienced occultists, but they are
designed for beginners. I know that many
beginners will not be familiar with
banishings, will fall asleep at the
mention of correspondences or planetary
hours, and would rather I gave them a
simple spell than a complex ritual. As
such, the magick has to be simplified to
the point where it will work safely,
whatever your level of experience.
Magick can not be made too simple, but
nor should it be inaccessible. What
we’ve developed here is the best
magickal approach I know for securing a
job.

I can’t create more jobs and I can’t
change the economy, but I want to put a
powerful magickal system in your hands.
A job can be worth millions of dollars to
you over the years, so this should be an
investment that pays off.

The Steps To Success
With magick it is important to work in
small steps. This is one of the greatest
secrets of magick. If you have a goal, do
not perform magick for that final goal,
but break it down into many smaller
goals. So, if you want to be a worldclass soccer player, start with rituals that
get you accepted into a good local team.
Work on rituals that improve your skills.
Use magick to make you appealing to
teams and managers. And in this way,
you gradually build to your dream.
When it comes to job-seeking magick
this means that you shouldn’t aim for
impossible jobs. Aim for something that

seems just out of reach to you at the
moment, rather than something that
seems absurd. If you aim for something
that is just out of reach, you can get
there.
I am not suggesting you limit your
dreams. You should dream big, but I
know that people often hope magick will
make everything change in an instant.
Magick works by shifting the odds and
ordering coincidences in your favor. It
can change your life, but don’t expect to
be offered the top job at a company
you’ve never worked at. Break you
dream down into stages and you will get
there faster than you ever thought
possible.

It’s only fair to warn you that magick is
just one factor in any given situation, and
there are many other forces at work, and
much competition. But magick is a
powerful factor. It will make it easier
for you to find work, prepare well,
appeal to employers, impress them at
interview and work on their minds while
they sleep. In short, it can get you the
job.
At the same time, you must do all the
hard work you can in the real world. If
you perform this magick and wait for
somebody to employ you, or hope a
promotion will appear on your desk,
you’re wasting your time.

Magick works best when you put in as
much effort as you’re asking these
angelic forces to put in to the working.
That means you must look for work,
prepare properly for interview, dress
well and genuinely work to be the best
person for the job. If you do that, magick
will take your efforts a long, long way.
The magickal seals in this book have
been created by combining ancient
secrets with modern magickal
technology and give you near-instant
access to angelic and spiritual powers.
This book is much shorter than my other
books, so that it can be made available

cheaply. If you have concerns about the
safety of the magick, or questions about
why it works, please read the other
books, or look at the FAQ on my
website:
www.galleryofmagick.com

The Magickal Mindset
It’s important to get into a slightly
altered state of consciousness before
each ritual.
Sit in a quiet place where you won’t be
disturbed and say the words ANKAR
YODE HAY VAW HAY over and over
until you feel a sense of calm come over
you. If you feel nothing, don’t worry,
just stay relaxed and move onto the next
step.
Imagine the sun. Imagine it as a vast ball
of heat and flame, but then see it
shrinking, so that in moments it becomes
a star. As the sun shrinks, it moves

inside your heart and resides there.
Imagine this tiny pinprick of light within
your heart, containing all the massive
power and heat of the sun.
Don’t worry if your imagination is not
perfectly clear. All you need to do is
imagine that the sun has shrunk and is
now a tiny star in your heart.
You are now prepared to perform any of
the following rituals.
Do not worry about getting everything
right, or pronouncing everything
perfectly. This is a robust system that
responds to your desire. Where Latin, or
other languages are used, I put the
phonetic version in parenthesis. So if
you see, ‘Deus ad virtutem’, it will be

followed by (DAY-USS ADD VURTYOU-TEM), which is what you actually
say.
Be aware that Latin can be pronounced
in many different ways, but I employ the
services of a professor who gives me a
good compromise between ease-of-use
and accuracy. What you say will work
just fine.
Be assured that when you call the spirits,
using their name and sigil, they can hear
you. You don’t need to print the sigils or
copy them from this book. The electronic
versions are all you need.
When the ritual is finished close this

book down and go about your day as you
normally would. If you find that you
keep thinking about the magick, distract
yourself by eating, running or doing
some other psychical activity.
It is vital that you don’t lust for results.
You have handed your request over to
the spirits, so do not hassle and annoy
them by worrying and pondering and
checking up on them. Don’t keep
checking your voicemail or email to see
if the job offer is in, because it makes
you seem insecure.
At the same time, you must put in all the
effort you can in the real world. The
spirits will meet you half way. Look for

suitable jobs all the time, prepare well,
perform at your best and you will get
what you are seeking.
Perform no more than one ritual a day,
unless you have to (because an interview
comes up suddenly, for example.) You
can perform each ritual once, or keep
repeating it as you go about your job
hunting. There is no set rule or
obligation, so just perform the rituals
when it feels like your job seeking needs
a boost.

To Discover New Jobs and
Make Your Talents Known
Invoke the power of Aniel
Stare at the sigil for a few moments and
consider that you will soon find jobs that
appeal to you and that make the most of
your talents. Know that the power of
Aniel will make you appear wiser than
others around you.

Then say, ‘Deus ad virtutem converte
nos et ostende faciem tuam et salvi
erimus.’ (DAY-USS ADD VURT-YOUTEM CON-VER-TAY NOSS ET OST-

END-AY FAK-EE-EM TWO-AM ET
SAL-VEE ERI-MUSS)
Speak to Aniel, saying, ‘Oh great spirit
Aniel (AH-KNEE-ALE), reveal to me
the work that I love to do, guide me to
use my talents and let me appear wise to
those who would employ me.’
Chant the word ‘Abda (ABB-DAR),
while looking at this sigil for at least
two minutes. Allow yourself to feel
grateful that you found the work you
wanted (as though it has already
happened).

To Increase Your Appeal To
Employers
Invoke the power of Vehuel.
Stare at the sigil for a few moments and
consider that all who meet you will
admire you. Know that the power of
Vehuel will make your talents and
virtues known so that you stand out from
the crowd.

Then say, ‘Magnus Dominus et
laudabilis nimis et magnitudinia ejus non
est finis.’ (MAG-NUS DOM-IN-US ET
LORD-AB-ILL-IS NIM-IS ET MAG-

NIT-YOU-DIN-EE-AH EE-JUS NONE
EST FIN-EE)
Speak to Vehuel, saying, ‘Oh great spirit
Vehuel (VAY-YOU-ALE), make my
talents known, and make my personality
shine so that all who meet me are drawn
to work with me.’
Chant the word ‘Mara’ (MAH-RAH),
while looking at this sigil for at least
two minutes. Think of nothing other than
the sound you are making. If you find
yourself thinking about the job you want,
simply be grateful that you got the job
(as though it has already happened).

To Win A Job
Invoke the power of Poiel
Stare at the sigil for a few moments and
consider that your talent and personality
will win you the job you seek. Know
that in any interview situation you will
be well-liked.

Then say, ‘Allevat

Dominus
omnes qui corrunt et origit
omnes elisos.’ (AL-EE-VAT

DOM-IN-US OM-NAYS KEY
CORE-UNT ET ORI-JIT OMNAYS ELI-SOS)
Speak to Poiel, saying, ‘Oh great spirit
Poiel (POH-EE-ALE), give me esteem
and fortune to obtain the job I desire.’
Chant the word ‘Illi’ (ILL-EE), while
looking at this sigil for at least two
minutes. Think of nothing other than the
sound you are making. If you are seeking
several jobs, simply enjoy the feeling of
having been given a job you love
(without being too specific.)

On The Day of Your
Interview
On day of your interview invoke the
power Torquaret. No sigil is required
for this ritual.
What follows is very similar to a ritual
in Magickal Seduction, but here it has
been modified to make you seem
appealing and persuasive to your
audience. You will appear to be
performing well and answering the
questions correctly during your
interview.
In a quiet space, sit or stand facing East,
and repeat the phrase:

ANKAR YODE HAY VAW HAY
Repeat this phrase until you feel that you
are beginning to relax, and that your
mind is entering a trance-like state. You
don't need to be out of your mind - just
let yourself relax into a magickal state of
mind as you say these words. When you
feel ready, call on the spirit Arzel by
saying the following three times:
Kosu harim silah va'anafeha arz-ale.
(KOH-SUE HAR-IM SIL-AH VAANNA-FEHA ARZ-ALE)
You may feel Arzel's presence on the
first call. You may sense a bright white
light, or smell the scent of trees, or hear

pleasant, calming noises. If you don't
feel much, don't worry - Arzel is
listening. Arzel comes when called and
is working for you to help the rest of the
ritual.
Now say, 'I call on thee, mighty Arzel
(ARZ-ALE), to assist me with this work
of magick. Mighty Torquaret (TOREKOO-ARE-ET), know that I require and
command thee to give me the power to
persuade and enchant those who
interview me. Impress those that I speak
to at all times. I command thee with the
words: AH-GAH-LAH-OH-TEE-MEETIE.’
Feel a brief Thank You, directed

towards the angel Torquaret, and to the
spirit of Arzel who has overseen the
operation. These spirits are powerful but
they came because you called, and
because it is their duty to serve those
who call them, so do not beg, worship or
pray to them. Thank them politely, and
know that they are dismissed and leaving
you now to do the work as they have
been instructed.

To Increase Your Chance of
Success
When you return home from any job
interview, invoke the power of Farris to
make your work more likely to succeed.
Ideally, you should perform this ritual
about an hour after sunset.
Stare at the sigil for a few moments and
consider that your success is assured,
and that any job you could benefit from
can be yours.

Then say, ‘Incedentes adversum me nunc
circumdederunt me oculos suos
posuerunt declinare in terram’ (INK-

ED-ENT-ES AD-VERSE-UM

MAY NUNK SIRK-UMDEAD-AIR-UNT MAY OCYOU-LOSS SUE-OS POSSYOU-AIR-UNT DECK-LINARE IN TER-AM.)
Speak to Farris, saying, ‘Oh great spirit
Farris (FAR-REES), ensure the success
of my work.’ Speak with sincerity and
repeat this three times.
The process that follows is a little
different to the ones that have gone
before. Continue to gaze at the sigil and
know that Farris is listening but ask
yourself the following questions. After
you ask each question, just ponder for a
moment, as though you actually have the

job, and wonder how it all went so well.
Do not actually try to answer the
questions.
These are the questions you should
ponder:
Why did I prepare so well for this job?
Why are my talents so perfect for this
job?
Why was it so easy for me to get the job
I wanted?
Why did they love me at the interview?
Why did they offer me the job?

After a moment, thank Farris silently, put
the book aside and do something that
distracts you from thoughts about your
job.

Letting Go of Results
When you perform a ritual, you are
asking for another power to do some of
the work for you. You are handing the
task over to various spirits and powers,
and you should think of it in this way.
Trust that these forces will go to work
for you. The best way to show your trust
is to forget about your magick. Keep
working at job seeking, but don’t worry
about whether you’ll get a particular job.
Just assume it’s all under control and it’s
only a matter of time. This gives you
enormous power.
The spirits will do what you ask, so
show your trust by letting go of your lust

for result. Feel grateful that the result
will come about and that is all you need
to do.
This can be a tricky mental balancing
act, but it is the one you must master for
magick to work. If you have difficulty
with this, remember the questions that
came after you summoned Farris. Go to
a quiet place, and rather than worrying
about what job you might get, sit and
imagine you’ve got the job.
When we actually get something we
really want, we often ponder how we
got there, without seeking a genuine
answer. When I earned my pilot’s
license, I spent several days saying to

myself, ‘How on earth did I manage
that? Why was I able to learn to do such
good landings?’ And yet I was never
really looking for an answer. The act of
asking is an acknowledgement that a
dream has come true.
So if you find yourself worrying, then
just sit and pretend you already have the
job and ask yourself, ‘How did I
managed that?’ and lots of other similar
questions, just as though it’s already
happened. You’ll find this generates lots
of pleasant feelings, and is better than
worrying about magickal results.
The sooner you stop worrying and
waiting, the faster the results come. This

trust in magick can take time to develop,
but it is the best way to get results fast.
Act as though the results don’t really
matter, as though something will come
along anyway sooner or later and you set
extremely powerful wheels in motion.

When The Magick Works
Be careful what you wish for. Magick
works, and if you perform a ritual to get
a job you don’t really want, you may be
stuck with that job for a while. Of
course, you can use the magick all over
again to change jobs, but try to be wise
from the outset.
If you are simply desperate to get
employment, then of course any job will
do, but even then, try to find something
that appeals to you, so that you’re not
merely a wage slave.
If you are desperate for a quick burst of
cash then have a look at the Magickal

Cashbook, which costs just a few
dollars and could get you enough money
for a new suit for your interview.
http://galleryofmagick.com/unlockthe-magickal-cashbook/
If you want to ramp up the power of the
rituals in this book, you could also check
out Adventures In Sex Magick, but be
warned that it’s not a book for the timid,
and contains some pretty extreme ideas.
But it certainly adds power to all your
magick.

http://galleryofmagick.com/2014/08/24/
magick-unleashed/

Check out my Facebook page for tips
and ideas.
https://www.facebook.com/galleryofmag
My Gallery of Magick Blog contains
more advice, updated on a regular basis.
www.galleryofmagick.com
I can be contacted at both those sites if
you have any questions about the magick
in this book, but make sure you read the
FAQ first:
http://galleryofmagick.com/damonbrand-magick-faq/

